The #1 question at the end of 2017
was WHY - why now?

2. Investigative journalists, Megan Towey & Jodi Kantor at the New York Times, broke the initial story of
Weinstein in October 2017. Why? Read the important story written by Brett Lang in Variety Magazine.
Key quote from the article is “There was a flare-up of public discussion around sexual assault and sexual
harassment during the campaign with the “Access Hollywood” tape. Even though Trump went on to be
elected, some of the women that she reported on still felt angered and empowered to come forward.
The Weinstein news was the first time a sexual harassment scandal was named after the man.
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Many only ‘saw’ the events as they were happening.
The reality? There was a perfect storm. 2017 was a
symptom of a MUCH larger story still unfolding. We
have crossed over into a window of time I now call the
“Epicenter of Change”. . .

event we crossed
over an invisible
threshold. Despite
what side you
were on, the
mirror reflection of
two extremes was
the tipping point
for a fundamental
shift in the system
...
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#globalsisterhood

4. The intensity of

the timeframe sent
shockwaves through
the system.

6.
Cause and effect is far removed
in space and time . . .
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first time in history we
have a tool to connect
the dots of a much
larger story. In Oct 2017,
the #MeToo movement
– originally started by
Tarana Burke - spread to
85 countries.

6. Individuals & organizations came face to face with their

role in keeping issues hidden, shedding light on the darkness which
is continuing to unfold. As we approach 2020, we are at the tip of
the iceberg of what is yet to be revealed . . .

5.
5. First time that the impact to the reputation of
a company brand was GREATER than the cost of
paying for silence. A sign of our entrance into a
golden age of TRANSPARENCY and respect.

Add when you
were born AND
when your
mother was
born . . .

Now we are at a choice point –
the question is which way will the lines go. . .
#systemsthinking #systemsleadership

BOTTOM LINE?
You are a VERY important piece of the collective story unfolding
There are three key leverage points to drive significant change during this
window of time. They are:
1. Focus on bringing men into the conversation - Many are already doing so
like Joanne Lipman, author of That’s What She Said, LeanIn.org, and others.
2. Focus on the “structures driving behavior” - Initiatives driving conversations
around issues like pay equity are vitally important. The unintended
consequence of structures we have considered to be “the way things are done”
is they are unconsciously driving inequality.
The conversations being driven by women like Emily Chang, author of Brotopia,
is courageously bringing awareness to changes needed in Silicon Valley which is
CRITICAL. Silicon Valley is driving the creation of new technologies like artificial
intelligence (AI) that will significantly impact the future of society as a whole.
3. Focus on individual change AND collective change
This is where my award-winning book Your Lion Inside: Tapping into the Power
Within fits into the unfolding story. The sobering reality is many women still
have deeply ingrained mindsets hidden in the subconscious from past
generations which are impacting us today. Mindsets being passed on to our
daughters and the young women we mentor. We have unconsciously become
a partner in keeping the old Narrative alive – the one we are so adamant
about changing. This window of time is a game changing opportunity to invest
as much attention – or more - to our internal story as we are the external one.

“Do not be surprised by the pushback you receive – collectively and individually. As we chip away at
the Narrative and it grows smaller, fear will grow. This is a temporary reaction. Our collective
empowerment will render some institutions and systems irrelevant. They will fight to stay alive.
Stay the course and draw close to the sisterhood for strength. It is all part of the dance of change.”
Key quote from my book pg. 209

We would not wear our grandmother’s clothes today;
so WHY are we still wearing her mindsets?
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